Volkswagen Accessories
Commercial vehicles

Accessories for the Amarok.

Volkswagen Accessories: More tests for your safety.
Highest testing standards: Strict criteria for selection and
uncompromising test drives in a series of perfectly combined
tests ensure even more safety. With Volkswagen Genuine
Accessories.
The following is true also for this enhancement for
Volkswagen Genuine Accessories: We do more than many
other companies and perform these tests according to
above-average inspecting methods by ourselves.
The products are tested for their user reliability
and usability by the respective manufacturer
themselves and, if necessary, by the TÜV,
DEKRA or GTÜ (German testing institutes).

Volkswagen Genuine
Accessories

Trade products

Open market

Volkswagen – a brand that stands for quality, safety and innovation, for generations. A brand that has not only been an
important part of history but has also set trends in development and has gained the trust of millions of people from
around the globe. Therefore a brand that is committed, down to the smallest detail. As with Volkswagen Genuine
Accessories.

More quality
No matter how high the demands are – we are starting at the top and are striving further upwards. Using the best
materials, state-of-the-art production processes and excellent processing to ensure that good will always keep
improving.

More safety
Clear safety principle: More performance requires more commitment. This is why our testing procedures are more
stringent, our demands much higher and our test routes much more difficult than other ones – as a standard.

More Volkswagen
Each Volkswagen Genuine Accessories product is developed in conjunction with the vehicle itself. Clear goal of the
team: Everything must fit perfectly so that we are able to impress you with a precise sharpness in detail, again and
again. Or in other words: so that a Volkswagen stays a Volkswagen.
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Sport & Design

Sticker package, bumper trim, side bars,
running board, styling bars
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Wheels & Tyres

Light alloy wheels, complete wheels
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Communication

iPod adapter, MEDIA-IN, radio and navigation systems,
Bluetooth hands-free systems
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Transport

Towing hitches, child safety seats
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Comfort & Protection

Luggage compartment covers, rear window protective grilles,
luggage compartment linings, tool box, underride guard,
cool box, headrest hooks, footmats, wind deflectors,
protective films, mud flaps, multi-attachment point solutions
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Service & Care

Care and cleaning aids, warning triangle,
first aid kit, warning vest

30

Lifestyle

Model cars, caps, polo shirts, lanyards, key tags

The vehicles shown in this catalogue are occasionally pictured with
additional accessories and/or special fittings. These and any other
decorative elements which may be pictured are not included in the
scope of delivery of the product described.
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Purpose: The terrain is pathless.
Reach your destination safely.
Solution: Regard it as a sporting challenge. Or even better:
Let everyone else see your sporty side. Lend your Amarok
a more dynamic look here and a little design accent there.
An exercise in simplicity with Volkswagen Genuine Accessories.
These truly make an impression on any journey.

Volkswagen Genuine Sticker package
Amarok - A powerful name. Emphasise the powerful image of the Amarok with the high-quality stickers made of black or silver
design film. The Amarok lettering is punched out and makes a striking impression. A statement which enables you to display both
the powerful and also the stylish sides of the Amarok. The sticker package consists of four film pieces for the lower door areas.
Art. no. 2H0 064 317 19A
Art. no. 2H0 064 317 9S9
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Black
Silver

Volkswagen Genuine Bumper trim
The Volkswagen Genuine bumper trim provides the Amarok
with an especially powerful and distinctive look. It underlines
the striking front and also provides a typical off-road accent
with its structured appearance. Painted in two colours, the
trim spans the entire front of the vehicle.
Art. no. 2H0 071 003
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Volkswagen Genuine Running board

Volkswagen Genuine Side bar

For striking side lines. The perfectly fitted running boards

The massive side bars made of mirror-finish stainless steel

made of aluminium are not only elegant but also provide

provide the Amarok with a sporty and elegant note. The side

non-slip footing when entering and exiting the vehicle thanks

bars are mounted on the vehicle's standard mounting points

to their anti-slip rubber surface. The step boards are mounted

using the brackets included in the scope of delivery and do

on the vehicle's standard mounting points and do not require

not require any drilling at all.

any drilling at all. They can bear up to 200 kg.

Art. no. 2H0 071 693

Art. no. 2H0 071 691 B
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Volkswagen Genuine Side bar with steps
The side bar is both an impressive accent and a practical feature when entering or exiting the vehicle and loading the roof.
The massive side bars with integrated steps make a striking impression and simplify loading the roof. Powerful and robust,
made of black powder-coated steel or sporty and elegant mirror-finish stainless steel. Both versions are mounted on the
vehicle's standard mounting points using the six brackets included in the scope of delivery without any additional drilling.
Load bearing capacity of up to 200 kg.
Art. no. 2H0 071 691 041
Art. no. 2H0 071 691 72A

Black
Stainless steel
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Volkswagen Genuine Styling bar
(Figure above)
An optical highlight with an amazingly dynamic and
robust look: The Volkswagen Genuine styling bar with its
twin pipe design lends the Amarok a typically powerful
pick-up presence. The 76 mm pipes are mounted on the
edges of the cargo area, ensuring that the total loading
volume remains unchanged.
Art. no. 2H0 071 000 B NP1
Art. no. 2H0 071 000 B 72A

Black
Stainless steel, mirror finish
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Purpose: You are new in town.
Make a powerful first impression.
Solution: Focus on clear design and a firm grip. In other words – Simply rely
on the effect of the complete wheels from the Volkswagen Accessories range.
Because these give you a clear advantage – Regardless of the regional conditions
and prevalent style. According to the maxim: "Powerful look, powerful standing".
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Volkswagen Genuine Aragonit alloy wheel
Wheel size: 8.0 J x 19", ET 43, LK 120/5
Applicable tyre size1: e.g. 255/55 R19
Colour: Brilliant silver
Art. no. 2H0 071 499 8Z8

Also available as complete wheel.

Volkswagen Genuine Amazonit alloy wheel
Wheel size: 6.5 J x 16", ET 62, LK 120/5
Applicable tyre size1: e.g. 245/70 R16
Colour: Brilliant silver
Art. no. 2H0 071 496 8Z8

Also available as complete wheel.

An especially resistant paint finish contributes to the winter
suitability of all of the alloy wheels. See the attached price
list for our range of complete wheels. Your Volkswagen partner
will be more than pleased to give you a quote for the right
tyres for your vehicle.

Please see the attached price list for technical instructions. The conditions and
information contained in the German TÜV report must be carefully observed.
1
Please see the certificate for the permitted tyre sizes for the corresponding alloy wheel.
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Purpose: A long journey.
Increase the entertainment value.
Solution: Rely on technological advancement. Equip the Amarok with precisely
those technical components which you need. Chose from the broad range of
Volkswagen Genuine accessories and enjoy the state-of-the-art entertainment
technology. Or, as we say: pure functionality which is simply more fun – regardless
of the journey ahead of you.
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Volkswagen Genuine iPod adapter

Volkswagen Genuine MEDIA-IN and adapter cable

So that you never have to do without your favourite music:

Do you want to listen to your favourite playlist from your iPod,

With the Volkswagen Genuine iPod adapter you can quickly

Walkman mobile phone or USB-Stick? No problem. Simply

and easily connect your iPod to your Volkswagen Genuine car

select the corresponding adapter cable and connect the

radio. It can then be controlled conveniently via the radio.

desired audio source with your multimedia plug MEDIA-IN in

We recommend that you stow the iPod in the glove compart-

a matter of moments. You can immediately navigate your title

ment for security and safety reasons. Can only be used in

lists, play your favourite songs and compile your own personal

conjunction with the "RCD 210" and "RCD 310" MP3 radios.

Amarok soundtrack via your 3rd generation radio and radio

Please see the attached price list for more information about

navigation system. Only in conjunction with the "RCD 310"

the compatible iPod models.

radio and the radio navigation system "RNS 315".

Art. no. 1K0 051 444 A

Art.
Art.
Art.
Art.
Art.

01

iPod/iPhone is a registered trademark
of Apple Computer International.

02

no.
no.
no.
no.
no.

5N0 057 342
000 051 446 A
000 051 446 B
000 051 446 C
000 051 446 D

Multimedia plug MEDIA-IN
For Mini USB (Fig. 01)
For USB (Fig. 02)
For iPod (Fig. 03)
For 3.5 mm jack (Fig. 04)
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Volkswagen Genuine Radio navigation system RNS 315

Volkswagen Genuine MP3 Radio RCD 210

Clear sound quality, precise navigation with an easily under-

The Volkswagen Genuine MP3 Radio "RCD 210" combines

standable 2.5 D map display and user-friendly operation via

an elegant design with the highest functionality: Excellent

the brilliant 5" TFT touchscreen are only a few of the special

sound quality, state-of-the-art radio enjoyment including RDS,

strengths of the "RNS 315" radio navigation system. Easily

EON and GALA as well as several interfaces for connecting

connects to the factory-fitted universal mobile phone inte-

different devices such as, e.g., the CD changer. A useful storage

gration product and also plays a broad variety of file formats

shelf makes the "RCD 210" a practical design object.

from CDs, SD cards or MP3 players.

Art. no. 1K0 057 156 B

Art. no. 3C0 057 279

Volkswagen Genuine MP3 Radio RCD 310
For non-stop music enjoyment on every journey.
The "RCD 310" MP3 radio has a CD drive and plays files
in MP3 and WMA formats. With a 4 x 20 watt power output,
the "RCD 310" delivers a rich sound. In addition, the
chrome-look borders surrounding the buttons and knobs
make the radio a true eye-catcher.
Art. no. 1K0 057 186 AA
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For vehicles without factory-fitted mobile telephone preparation

Volkswagen Genuine
Bluetooth Touch Phone Kit
The "Touch Phone Kit" provides you with the highest degree
on operating comfort. Using the speaker independent voice
control and the high quality touch screen, the Bluetooth
hands-free system can be controlled as desired. The user
interface in Volkswagen Genuine design is an additional
eye-catcher. You also have the option of playing MP3s from
your mobile phone via audio-stereo steaming using the
vehicle's own speakers. A separate adapter cable set as well
as an AUX-IN adapter are required for connecting the handsfree unit to the radio. Further information is available in
the attached price list.
Art. no. 000 051 473 A
			
Art. no. 2H0 051 473 A
			

For attachment to the
instrument panel (Figure above)
For attachment to the multi-attachment
point (Figure left)
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Purpose: A supplier fails to deliver.
Take care of the delivery yourself.
Solution: Be prepared for any type of load. Flexibility is one of the great strengths
of the Amarok. Not only in terms of transport. Using Volkswagen Genuine Accessories you can further enhance this particular strength. So that you can transport
anything from A to B without any problems. Regardless of whether it is a fully
loaded trailer, your best friend or both at once.
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Volkswagen Genuine Towing hitch
As robust as the Amarok itself: The towing hitch handles a trailer load of up to 2,800 kg even on slopes of up to 12 %.
Ideal for everyone who wishes to expand the Amarok's range of transport options to include trailers and carrier systems.
Suitable for vehicles with a rear step and also for the Trendline and Highline accessory lines. Only for vehicles with rear bumper.
Art. no. 2H5 092 155

Volkswagen Genuine Electrical fitting set

Volkswagen Genuine Mounting frame

(Figure above)

(Not illustrated)

The 13-pin electrical fitting set supports features such as

Optimal for effectively expanding the Amarok's range of

the trailer stabilisation program. The Amarok's perfectly

transport options. The mounting frame not only protects

coordinated control elements provide you with a high

the vehicle against light impacts but also enables the vehicle

level of system reliability. Only for vehicles with towing

to safely and reliably tow trailer loads of up to 2,800 kg. Only

hitch preparation.

for vehicles without rear bumper.

Art. no. 2H5 055 201

Art. no. 2H5 092 101
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Safety is a work of precision.
The musical clock, the bite rings, the book with pictures or the school books, all ages have their own small or larger milestones.
Each stages of development have their own challenges. This is the reason why we have developed child safety seats for each age
group. One that matches the age, mobility and the weight of the child perfectly All Volkswagen Genuine child safety seats convince
with a high sitting comfort and simple handling: All covers can be easily removed and can be washed at 30 °C. And the most important point: Each individual Volkswagen Genuine child safety seat provides your child with safety at the highest level. Because our
testing criteria are much more stringent than legally prescribed and our test procedures are much more comprehensive than the
ECE Standards.

Volkswagen Genuine Bobsy G0-1 ISOFIX

Volkswagen Genuine Bobsy G2-3 pro

The "Bobsy G0-1 ISOFIX" is the safest seating system for chil-

With its seat cushion that can be adjusted in its width and the

dren weighing up to 18 kg (up to 4.5 years). The seat is firmly

height adjustable sleep support, the "Bobsy G2-3 pro" makes

fixed to the vehicle bodywork using the ISOFIX fixing

sure that the belt routing is kept snug to the child's body and is

to the subframe, but can also be used without problems in

therefore perfect for children between three and twelve years

vehicles without the ISOFIX system. The child seat is approved

old (15 to 36 kg). Using the special head part, the side flanks

for Groups 0/1, which means they can be used from birth on-

that protrude to the front and the shoulder area that is covered

wards up to a weight of around 18 kg if fitted facing backwards.

completely provide a high comfort and give the best possible

If they are fitted facing forwards, they are approved for use

protection in event of a side collision.

between 9 and 18 kg. Highlights: The belt harness is height-

The individual height and inclination settings guarantee

adjustable and the seat shells can be clicked into six angle

additional comfort. The fastening is achieved using a three-

settings. The subframe for fitting the child seat to the vehicle

point belt.

must be ordered separately.

Art. no. 000 019 906

Art. no. 000 019 902 H
Art. no. 000 019 728 B
Art. no. 000 019 729 B

Bobsy G0-1 ISOFIX
Subframe for use facing backwards
Subframe for use facing forwards

Current child safety seats

Group 0
(up to 13 kg / to
approx.
18 months)

Group 1
(9-18 kg /
approx. 9 months
up to 4.5 years)

Group 2
(15 - 25 kg /
approx. 3 to 7
years)

Group 3
(22 - 36 kg /
approx. 6 to 12
years)

Bobsy G0-1 ISOFIX (up to 18 kg / approx. 4.5 years)
Bobsy G2-3 pro (15-36 kg / approx. 3 to 12 years)
Bobsy G0 plus ISOFIX (up to 13 kg / approx. 18 months)
Bobsy G1 ISOFIX Top Tether (9-18 kg / approx. 9 months up to 4.5 years)

You will find the complete child safety seat product range in the attached price list.
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Purpose: Your Amarok is a workhorse.
Give it free rein.
Solution: Demand it all. Unrestricted functionality, a stylish appearance and a perfect fit.
Where can you find all of this at once? Here, with Volkswagen Genuine Accessories.
Developed to protect and support the Amarok with its day-to-day tasks. And to provide
you with that extra level of comfort.
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Volkswagen Genuine Luggage compartment cover, folding

Volkswagen Genuine Luggage compartment cover

The luggage compartment and the cargo itself are optimally

(Illustration similar)

protected beneath the lockable luggage compartment cover.

Everything covered. This lockable luggage compartment cover

In a matter of moments, the cover can be folded up and locked

made of sturdy aluminium provides the luggage compartment

in place, supported by two gas pressure springs. This ensures

and the cargo with reliable protection against the weather.

that the luggage compartment remains easily accessible. The

Easy to fold away, supported by two gas pressure springs, the

robust, weather-resistant special plastic can be painted the

cover ensures that loading and unloading remain easy.

same colour as the vehicle, integrating harmoniously with the

Cannot be used in combination with the styling bar. Railing

Amarok's overall appearance. The luggage compartment cover

not included in the scope of delivery.

can be mounted both with and without the styling bar.

Art. no. 2H7 071 779

Art. no. 2H7 071 774

Volkswagen Genuine Tarpaulin and mounting

Volkswagen Genuine Rear window grille

Quickly and easily protect and secure cargo and the luggage

The rear window grille is made of black powder-coated steel

compartment against the weather when driving. The tear-

and is ideal for transporting extremely long objects which

proof tarpaulin can be mounted on the quick-clamp attach-

can be laid on top of the rear window grille from the luggage

ments to cover the luggage compartment in only a matter of

compartment without scratching the roof. In addition, a

moments. This protects your cargo against UV rays and rain.

ladder can also be securely attached to an integrated retainer.

The tarpaulin can only be mounted without the styling bar.

Art. no. 2H0 017 203

Art. no. 2H7 071 778
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Volkswagen Genuine Luggage compartment lining
Perfectly fitted protection against scratches and cargo damage:
The Volkswagen Genuine luggage compartment lining. The
front wall, cargo area and rear hatch are protected by perfectly
fitted corrugated aluminium sheets while the side walls are
also protected with a perfectly fitted plastic liner.
Art. no. 2H7 061 164

Volkswagen Genuine Luggage compartment tray
Effective protection for the Amarok's luggage compartment.
The perfectly fitted plastic liner with Volkswagen lettering
protects the front wall, the cargo area, the rear hatch and
the side walls against scratches and cargo damage while
emphasising the typically robust Amarok look.
Art. no. 2H7 061 162
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Volkswagen Genuine Luggage compartment toolbox
This toolbox offers a generous amount of space for your tools
and other important pieces of equipment which you need
when on the road. The lockable toolbox provides optimal
protection against the weather and spans the entire width of
the cargo area between the wheel arches. Two gas pressure
springs simplify opening, loading and unloading the toolbox.
Art. no. 2H0 071 171

Volkswagen Genuine Underride guard
Ensure optimal protection in any terrain. The Volkswagen
Genuine underride guard made of especially impact-resistant,
durable material provides you with effective protection for
both the gearbox and the fuel tank. Make the Amarok's
underbody just as strong and durable as the Amarok itself.
Art. no. 2H0 071 619 C
Art. no. 2H0 071 619 D

Underride guard for the gearbox
Underride guard for the fuel tank
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Volkswagen Genuine Cool box

Volkswagen Genuine Headrest hook Snakey

Cooled drinks during the hot summer months and warm food

Practical organiser in a twin pack: A two-piece set for

after four hours of driving. No problem with the Volkswagen

mounting on the front seat headrest struts. Simply attach

Genuine cool and thermos box in original Volkswagen design.

the luggage to the headrest hook and you are ready to go.

The box has a capacity of approx. 25 litres and ensures the

Material: Plastic.

right temperature at all times. 2 litre bottles can be transpor-

Art. no. 000 061 126 041
Art. no. 000 061 126 UHS

ted upright without any problems. It uses either the 12 Volt

Colour: Black (2 pieces)
Colour: Corn silk beige (2 pieces)

power supply in the vehicle or the 230 Volt power supply at
home or in the hotel. The battery discharge protection as well
as an additional insulation cover intended as a replacement
for the cooling cover included in the scope of supply provide
you with the necessary safety and greatest possible comfort.
Art. no. 000 065 400 B

Volkswagen Genuine Rubber footmats

Volkswagen Genuine Textile footmats Premium

When it comes to keeping things dry, the rubber footmat set

The textile footmats are perfectly shaped to fit the footwells

with Amarok insignia is the ideal solution. Dirt and moisture

and are made from hard-wearing, thickly woven velour.

are collected and then removed by simply washing them

The front mats are provided with silver recessed Amarok

away. The rubber footmats are perfectly fitted and are firmly

lettering. The front mats are anchored to prevent slipping

connected to the vehicle floor at the front using the integrated

using the fixings provided in the floor area. The anti-slip

fixing system which prevents slipping. Colour: Black.

rear coating ensures optimal positioning of the rear mats.

Art. no. 2H1 061 501 041
Art. no. 2H0 061 511 041

Colour: Satin black.
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For the front (1 set = 2 pieces)
For the rear (1 set = 2 pieces)

Art. no. 2H1 061 270 WKG
Art. no. 2H1 061 275 WGK
Art. no. 2H0 061 276 WGK

For the front and rear (1 set = 4 pieces)
For the front (1 set = 2 pieces)
For the rear (1 set = 2 pieces)

Volkswagen Genuine Wind deflector

Volkswagen Genuine V Protector

Window open for better air circulation. The wind and

The paint protection film "V Protector" protects your vehicle

rain deflector effectively reduces spray and annoying wind

in all those areas where the perils of daily risks lurk: on the

noise when travelling with the window slightly open. It also

mirror caps, front bumper, front lid, door handles, door edges

functions as an additional sun visor when the sun shines

and the loading sill as well as head lamp and fog lamp. The

from the side. In addition, its perfectly fitting shape makes

transparent film is cut to match the specific model and not

it easy to mount without drilling or gluing.

only ensures a better protection for your vehicle but also

Art. no. 2H1 072 195
Art. no. 2H1 072 195 A

optimises its value retention. Please see the attached price

For the front and rear (1 set = 4 pieces)
For the front (1 set = 2 pieces)

list for the individual versions.

The highlights of the V protector paint protection film:
- Effective value retention and perfect protection
- Transparent and precise fit on the vehicle
- Durable and free of yellowing
- Free of residues when removing, even after several years
Art. no. 2H0 061 193 A

Volkswagen Genuine Mud flaps
Protect the underbody, bumper and rear against dirt being
thrown up and minimise dangerous stone chippings as well
as spray water. With the extremely hard-wearing and durable
mud flaps for the front and rear wheel arches.
Art.
Art.
Art.
Art.

no.
no.
no.
no.

2H0
2H0
2H0
2H0

075
075
075
075

111 B
101 B
111 C
101 C

For
For
For
For

the
the
the
the

front, without flared wheel arch
rear, without flared wheel arch
front, with flared wheel arch
rear, with flared wheel arch
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Volkswagen Genuine Magnetic holder

Volkswagen Genuine Note holder

(Figure top left)

(Figure top right)

Whether keys or pens - This magnetic holder offers you a

Now you can position important notes, telephone numbers

practical and, above all, clearly visible attachment option

or to-do lists directly within your field of vision. Simply clamp

for a diverse range of metallic objects weighing up to 30g.

the notes and you are ready to go. The practical note holder

The magnetic holder is mounted on the multi-attachment

is is mounted on the multi-attachment point included as a

point included as a standard feature or retrofitted via

standard feature or retrofitted via mounting bracket and

mounting bracket.

keeps your notes in view.

Art. no. 000 061 129 B

Art. no. 000 061 129 C
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Volkswagen Genuine Picture holder

Volkswagen Genuine Cup holder

(Figure top left)

(Figure top right)

This keeps your favourite pictures in view. The picture

This practical cup holder is mounted on the multi-attachment

holder is mounted on the multi-attachment point included

point included as a standard feature or retrofitted via moun-

as a standard feature or retrofitted via mounting bracket.

ting bracket. This practical holder for cups, bottles or cans

The pictures can be switched using the simply click system

ensures that, in future, you will no longer be left high and

and provide pleasant variety when on the road. Diameter

dry when on the road. Suitable for the Amarok Trendline

approx. 4 cm.

and Highline equipment versions with ring retainer as well

Art. no. 000 061 129 A

as the basic equipment version without ring retainer.
Art. no. 000 061 129 D
Art. no. 000 061 129 DA

Cup holder
Cup holder with ring retainer

Volkswagen Genuine
Mounting bracket for the multi-attachment point
(Figure left)
The basis for even more customisation and functionality in
the Amarok. This mounting bracket enables you to retrofit the
multi-attachment point which provides you with the option
of installing a range of additional customisable functions on
the instrument panel. Optimal visibility and easily reachable,
this feature can be expanded to include a picture holder,
note holder, magnetic holder or cup holder. Suitable for the
equipment version Basis.
Art. no. 000 061 128
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Purpose: New challenges every day.
Let nothing stop you.
Solution: Leave nothing to chance. Life is full of surprises. Especially when you
are travelling off-road. Whether the optimal care for the Amarok after a hard day's
work or breakdown service when off road. What could be better than to have the
feeling that you are prepared for everything. Leave nothing to chance. Thanks to
Volkswagen Genuine Accessories.
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Volkswagen Genuine

Volkswagen Genuine

Volkswagen Genuine

Warning triangle

First aid kit

Warning vest

The intelligently constructed

The DIN standard first aid kit is

This lightweight fluorescent

warning triangle that is stored

an essential companion in case of

orange warning vest with reflec-

space savingly and can be acces-

accidents. As per legal regulations

tive strips is made from 100 %

sed quickly in case of use. With

§ 35h StVZO (German road traffic

polyester and approved in accor-

ECE (Economic Commission for

regulations) and DIN 13164.

dance with DIN EN 471. It is a

Europe) test symbol and stable,

Art. no. 6R0 093 108

statutory requirement for a

swivelling metal stand feet for

warning vest to be carried in

safe use.

company cars in Germany, except

Art. no. 000 093 057

for freelance work, and it is already
compulsory for all vehicle occupants in some countries. It is
supplied in a practical fabric bag
with Volkswagen lettering.
Art. no. 000 093 056 C 2LD
(Figure above)
Art. no. 000 093 056 C 18R
(Not illustrated)

Orange
Yellow

Volkswagen Genuine Care and cleaning aids
(Figure left)
The Volkswagen Genuine care and cleaning aids series has been especially
developed for the Volkswagen materials in and on the vehicle. Please see
the attached price list for more information about the individual products.
For a comprehensive care, ask your Volkswagen partner for information on
the complete range of products.
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Purpose: The right decision.
Show everyone.
Solution: Emphasise your loyalty and live out your passion without many words.
The Amarok is the right partner at your side and you display this with pride.
With the Volkswagen Genuine Lifestyle products.
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Volkswagen Genuine Model car

Volkswagen Genuine Cap

The Amarok knows how to impress, not only in life-size –

Endurance, power and durability are a matter of attitude.

the original model cars have a lot in common with their

As is the Amarok baseball cap, which makes a clear statement

"big brother". For example, a high-quality manufacturing

with its trendy Amarok badge. The cap is available in a number

and extraordinary attention to detail. Please see the attached

of different colours and can be adjusted using a stepless metal

price list for more information about the versions and scales.

catch. In short: It fits every Amarok driver perfectly.
Art. no. 2H0 084 300 772
Art. no. 2H0 084 300 USJ

Brown
Beige

Volkswagen Genuine Polo shirt

Volkswagen Genuine Lanyard and Key ring

This polo shirt is made of 100% mercerised cotton wool

As elegant as it is practical: The Amarok lanyard and key ring

and is the perfect accessory for wearing the typical Amarok

ensures that you always have your keys at hand. The two-

attributes. The Amarok badge and the Volkswagen Wear

colour beige-brown look and the imitation leather Amarok

emblem make a clear statement. The shirt is available for

badge also make the lanyard a stylish eye-catcher. It not only

ladies in beige and for men in brown.

looks great, it is also durable enough for day-to-day usage.

Art. no. 2H0 084 230 X* 772
Art. no. 2H0 084 240 X* USJ

The carabiner and catch are made of anodised metal. The

Men's polo shirt, brown (sizes: M - 3XL)
Ladies' polo shirt, beige (sizes: S - XL)

naturally stylish key ring is made of real leather with Amarok
lettering.
Art. no. 2H0 087 610 688
Art. no. 2H0 087 011 LH2

Lanyard, beige/brown
Key ring, brown

You can find many more attractive Lifestyle products in the current Lifestyle catalogue or online at www.volkswagen-lifestyle.de.
* Clothing size index: A = S, B = M, C = L, D = XL, E = XXL, F = 3XL
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The offers regarding scope of delivery, appearance, performance, dimensions and weights in addition
to illustrations and all information regarding fittings and technical data are based on the characteristics
of the German market and correspond to the knowledge available at the time of printing. We reserve
the right to make changes to the scope of delivery, design and colour without advance notification
within the context of further development.

Accessory financing.
The inexpensive way to obtain Volkswagen Accessories.
Please note our favourable financing options for accessories. Your Volkswagen partner would
be pleased to inform you about the current conditions. An offer from the Volkswagen Bank.
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